ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
When a living cell divides, each progeny must contain identical genetic information, that is, each deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule must become two identical molecules ( Figure 1 ) each carrying the information that was contained in the parent molecule. This duplication process is called replication.
DNA replication involves the initial conversion of DNA to double stranded molecules, which then serves as a template for synthesis of single strand identical to the parent molecule by addition of nucleotide monomers under the influence of the enzyme, DNA -dependent DNApolymerase.
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Optimisation of PCR
Despite it's apparent simplicity, the PCR is a relatively complicated and, as yet, incompletely understood biochemical brew, where constantly changing kinetic interaction among the several components determine the quality of the products obtained." Although the results will be good in most cases, there are a number of parameters that can be explored, if better results are required, or if the reaction fails altogether. These parameters are examined below:
Primer Selection
There is no set of rules that will ensure the synthesis of an effective primer pair. Yet more than anything else, it is the primers that determine the success or failure of an amplification reaction. However, the chances of success may be increased by i. Selecting primers wi random base distribution and with a GC content similar to that of the fragment being amplified. ii. Avoid sequences with significant secondary structure (the use of a computer programme is strongly recommended for this). iii. Reducing incidence "Primer dimmer" by avoiding primer complementarity.
Primer dimmer is an amplification artefact, usually a double stranded fragment whose length is very close to the sum of the two primers, and appears to occur when one primer is extended by the polymerase over the other primer. Most primers will be between 20 and 30 bases in length and the optimal amount to use in amplification will vary. Sequences not complementary to the template can be added to the 51 end of the primer. These exogenous sequences become incorporated into the double stranded PCR product and provide a means of introducing restriction sites or regulatory elements (e.g. promoters at the ends of the amplified target sequence) 22
The Buffer
Changes to the PCR reaction buffer will usually affect the outcome of the amplification. In particular, the concentration of MgCI2 can have a profound effect on the specificity and yield of amplification. A concentration of about 1.5 milliMoles (mM) is usually optimal (with 200pm each dNTP), but in some circumstances, different amounts of Mg2+ may prove to be necessary. Generally, excess Mg2+ will result in the accumulation of non-specific amplification products, and insufficient Mg2+ will reduce the yield. Therefore, for any particular application, the optimal concentration of Mg2+ required for the peR protocol must be established.
DNA Polymerase
Initially the peR used the Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase to extend the annealed primers in a rather tedious procedure. This enzyme was inactivated by the high temperature required to separate the two DNA strands at the outset of each PCR cycle, hence necessitating the addition of this enzyme at the end of every cycle. 
Cycling Parameters
In a typical PCR reaction, the double stranded DNA is denatured by briefly heating the sample to 90 -95°C, the primers are allowed to anneal to their complementary sequence by briefly cooling to 40 -60°C followed by heating to 70 -75°C to extend the annealed primers with the Taq polymerase 7 -15 The time of incubation at 70 -75°C varies according to the length of target being amplified: allowing 1 min for each kilobase of sequence is almost certainly expensive, but it is a good place to begin. Shorter times should be tried once the other amplification conditions have been established. The ramp time, or time taken to change from one temperature to another is not criticai, but care must be taken to ensure that the samples reach the intended temperatures. Mullis and Faloona first reported PCR analysis of DNA polymorph isms for sickle cell anaemia", while Kogan and co-workers reported a PCR-based technique for haemophilia A diagnosis 27 . Similarly, PCR techniques for polymorphism analysis have been reported for Pre-natal diagnosis of cystic fibrosis 28 , and for pre-symptomatic and pre-natal diagnosis of Huntington chorea, an autosomal dominant disorder. The possibility of testing for positive genetic traits in the pre-implanting embryo also arises because of the availability of PCR. One or two cells could be removed from the embryo at the blastomere stage, and using PCR techniques, a genetic diagnosis could be made on the DNA of these cells. The embryo .could undergo further growth in vitro and be later implanted into the uterus. In some advanced countries/hospitals, the PCR technique is fast replacing the use of southern blotting in the diagnosis of monogenic diseases 26.
Diagnosis of Mutation Diseases
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) and the Lesch-Nyhan (LN) mutation syndrome are genetic diseases arising from heterogeneous mutation at the loci for dystrophin and the Hypoxanthine Polymerase Chain Reaction SE Atawodi, et.al phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) genes respectively."
The genes that are deficient in the two diseases are located on the X-chromosomes, but have many other different features. Dystrophin is expressed in the muscle and the brain, and is not detectable in other tissues, while the HPRT gene product is ubiquitously
expressed."
Southern blotting analysis of LN and DMD genes reveal that the spectrum of mutation in the two disorder are different.
The diverse genetic organisation represented by the two loci provides for an excellent model for mutation detection that can be applied to most of the other genetic diseases. All of these had been used in the unequivocal settlement of criminal cases.
A treasured property of marker systems for forensic PCR analysis is the high degree of sequence variability, since this determines the discriminating power of the assay. Fortunately, there are many polymorphic regions of DNA that can be exploited by PCR methods to improve the discriminating power of forensic DNA analysis. The marker systems that have been used in forensic PCR analysis include sequence polymorphism of the HLA complex" and the D-Ioop region of human mitochondrial DNA.
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Detection of Human Infectious Diseases
The PCR has revolutionized the detection of bacterial 41, fungal 42 and viral pathogens 43. The targeted amplification of nucleic acid sequences provides not only dramatic increases in the number of copies to be detected, but concormitantly provides a nearly equivalent reduction in the complexity of the nucleic acid to be probed. Either DNA or RNA (following the production of complementary DNA using reverse transcriptase)
can be used as a template for amplification.
Further, since PCR is a target rather than a signal amplification system, the benefit of the variety of procedure developed over the years to amplify signal can be exploited coincidentally."
Combined, these aspects of PCR allow ready detection of a single pathogenic organism or virus particle, such an accomplishment could be provided earlier, only by procedures employing in vitro propagation of such pathogens.
Several laboratories have reported the detection of as few as three hepatitis B virus (HBV) genome (or about 300 virus particles per ml of serum) which represent a 10,000 fold increase in sensitivity over standard procedures 45. Similarly, the use of PCR technique has brought great improvement in the clinical sensitivity and specificity of methods for detecting human immunodeficiency virus I and II 46, human papiloma viruses", nitrobacter population in sOi1 148 , Clostridial orqanisms'" and a host of other organisms.
Detection of ras Oncogenes
Cancer is thought to be mainly due to alteration in the cellular genome that affects the expression or function of genes controlling cell growth and differentiation. Present day cancer research aims at identifying the alterations responsible for the development of tumours, at characterizing the genes involved and at determining the consequences of the genes alterations for the control of cell growth and differentiation, and for the process of carcinogenesis using a variety of approaches.
The ras family has been the most thoroughly investigated gene associated with carcinoqenesis'".
Although the precise role of ras oncogene in human tumors remain sbscure, the ras family consisting of three related genes, Hras, Kras and Nras, have been characterized as potential transforming genes by their presence in certain acutely transforming retrovirus, and in transformed NIH-3T3 cells transfected with DNA isolated from a variety of turners". The PCR procedure has greatly simplified the analysis of ras mutations in human tumors, so that it has been possible to survey a large number of different tumours types at a sensitivity that could not be achieved by other techniques.
PCR and DNA Vaccine Production
Genetic PCR plays a key role in the production of DNA vaccines. It is a much simpler, efficient and rapid procedure for the amplification (multiplication) of the desired sequences of the gene( s), once selected.
Research Applications of PCR
The ability to synthesize large amount of a specific DNA fragment from a complex template ii.
Engineering DNA to meet specific needs 55 .
III.
Detection of mutation'". iv.
Detection of gene expression". v.
Specific amplification of a DNA specie'" vi.
Geometric amplification of unknown DNA sequence through inverse PCR 58 vii.
Analysis of DNA sequences in individual qarnetes'". viii.
Evolutionary analysls'".
CONCLUSION
The PCR has made an enormous impact in both basic and diagnostic aspects of molecular biology since the few years since its discovery. Like the PCR, the number of applications has been accumulating exponentially and will most probably continue to do so in the near future. It may not be an over statement to say that all aspects of biomedical sciences will have a good "touch" of the PCR technology in this millennium. Therefore, it is our recommendation that the scientific communities of the developing world should not be left behind in acquiring this simple and relatively inexpensive, but rather robust technology. 
